Innovation is in our DNA. From our humble Northern Michigan beginnings, we have always strived to serve the landscape industry by providing products that are better looking, easier to work with, and more durable than their alternatives. We’re continually driven by the challenge of finding the better way: better aesthetics, better design, and better strength.

As Rosetta, you helped us steadily push the needle forward: staying ahead of the curve with outdoor living products that married the industry’s most realistic textures and colors with materials of unparalleled strength and durability. Beginning with Outcropping, the first life-sized wetcast wall for your backyard, and continuing through our entire line of wall, patio, and fire products, we’ve never stopped chasing the better way.

That chase has led us to HIGH FORMAT™. But it’s more than just a name change. As HIGH FORMAT™, we aim to better serve you by providing access to a greater range of products, materials and technologies to spark your creative passions. In addition to the wetcast walls and slabs that you know and love, we’re continuing to innovate with our new large-format, ultra-thin and super-durable TEKTRAMAT® products. And we’ve expanded our offerings to include access to some of the most beautiful and hard-wearing natural stone slabs available anywhere.

What’s not changing is our dedication to quality and service. We’re the same team you’ve always worked with. And we aspire to continue serving you with products that are better looking, easier, and more durable than anything else on the market. From all of us, thank you for choosing HIGH FORMAT™!
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Dimensional Coping
Color: Superior Buff

Grand Flagstone
Color: Fond Du Lac

Kodah Wall
Color: Fond Du Lac

Belvedere Fire Pit
Color: Fond Du Lac

Freestanding Outcropping
Color: Fond Du Lac
Freestanding Outcropping
Color: Fond Du Lac
Kodah Wall
Color: Fond Du Lac

Dimensional Flagstone
Color: Fond Du Lac

Dimensional Coping
Color: Superior Buff

6’ Dimensional Steps
Color: Fond Du Lac

34” Column Cap
Color: Superior Buff
Irregular Steps
Color: Fond Du Lac

Outcropping Wall
Color: Fond Du Lac
Marmiro Stones®, Afyon Cloud® Marble Pavers
Texture: Sandblasted
OUTCROPPING

Bold in scale and beautifully rustic with authentic limestone textures and consistent dimensions for rugged strength, and faster installation.

TECHNOLOGY
WETCAST
Belvedere Wall and Coping in Slate Gray
BELVEDERE

Rustic in aesthetic and rich in texture with the visual impact of weathered fieldstone, for garden walls and seat walls that stand without peer.

TECHNOLOGY

WETCAST

COLOR OPTIONS

FONDO DU LAC
SLATE GRAY
AUBURN RIDGE
WALNUT (Special Order)

Belvedere Wall & Coping in Slate Gray
KODAH

Kodah Wall in Slate Gray
KODAH

Modern lines married to classic styling with snapped limestone textures stretched to great lengths for retaining walls that make a statement.

TECHNOLOGY
WETCAST

COLOR OPTIONS
FOND DU LAC
SLATE GRAY
AUBURN RIDGE
WALNUT (Special Order)
CLAREMONT

Claremont Wall in Fond Du Lac
CLAREMON'T

A chiseled face influenced by dry-stacked limestone and linear proportions with consistent height making installation a snap.

TECHNOLOGY
WETCAST

COLOR OPTIONS

FOND DU LAC
SLATE GRAY
AUBURN RIDGE
WALNUT (Special Order)
DIMENSIONAL

Dimensional Wall in Slate Gray
**DIMENSIONAL**

Organically traditional designs in combination with consistent sizes working collectively to produce a vertically simplified layout.

**TECHNOLOGY**

WETCAST

**COLOR OPTIONS**

FOND DU LAC  SLATE GRAY  AUBURN RIDGE  WALNUT (Special Order)
GRAND FLAGSTONE

Grand Flagstone and Belvedere Fire Pit in Slate Gray
GRAND FLAGSTONE

Irregular, interlocking slabs providing a natural and timeless focal point for any landscape.

TECHNOLOGY

WETCAST
VIBRALOCK®
DIMENSIONAL FLAGSTONE

Dimensional Flagstone in Slate Gray
INTRICATE DESIGNS IN COMBINATION WITH VARYING SIZES, WORKING COLLECTIVELY TO PRODUCE AN ELEGANTLY SIMPLIFIED LAYOUT.

DIMENSIONAL FLAGSTONE

TECHNOLOGY
WETCAST
VIBRALOCK™

COLOR OPTIONS
BLUESTONE
FOND DU LAC
SLATE GRAY
AUBURN RIDGE
WALNUT (Special Order)

Dimensional Flagstone in Bluestone
24X24 Flagstone in Slate Gray
24X24 FLAGSTONE

Crisp and complementary slabs with an extra large footprint and contemporary surface texture.

TECHNOLOGY
WETCAST

COLOR OPTIONS

BLUESTONE
FOND DU LAC
SLATE GRAY
AUBURN RIDGE
WALNUT (Special Order)
LINEAR
FLAGSTONE

Linear Flagstone in Slate Gray
LINEAR FLAGSTONE
A geometric pattern, modest lines and clean slate texture with the ability to deliver continuity wherever installed.

TECHNOLOGY
WETCAST VIBRALOCK™
Miros Slabs in Limestone
MIROS

Bold and vast, these modern 42” x 42” slabs maintain a grand aesthetic outlasting any trend.

TECHNOLOGY
WETCAST

COLOR OPTIONS
SUPERIOR BUFF
GRAY
LIMESTONE (Special Order)
Old Mission in blend of Fond Du Lac and Auburn Ridge with Slate Gray border
OLD MISSION

Cobblestone influence with built in spacing, these permeable pavers offer advantages for the environmentally conscious.

TECHNOLOGY
WETCAST
VIBRALOCK™
PERMEABLE

COLOR OPTIONS

FOND DU LAC
SLATE GRAY
AUBURN RIDGE
BLUESTONE
WALNUT (Special Order)

Old Mission shown in blend of Fond Du Lac, Auburn Ridge, Slate Gray and Bluestone
NEW MISSION

New Mission in Auburn Ridge
NEW MISSION

A combination of modern and Romanesque, with a smaller surface area, tight joints, and consistent thickness.

TECHNOLOGY
WETCAST
VIBRALOCK™
AMARO

Accent pavers with a reclaimed finish, twelve different textures and the perfect product to add a finishing touch to any landscape.

TECHNOLOGY
WETCAST
VIBRALOCK™

COLOR OPTIONS
CHARCOAL  MERLOT
SUPERIOR STEPPERS

A collection of eight varying shapes and sizes featuring a consistent rise and simplified stone face.

TECHNOLOGY
WETCAST

COLOR OPTIONS

FOND DU LAC
SLATE GRAY
auburn ridge
LIMESTONE (Special Order)
GAUGE SELECT

Gauge Select in Bluestone
GAUGE SELECT

Large format, natural cleft flagstone with a gauged thickness, easy to install pattern and salt-proof surface.

TECHNOLOGY
TEKTRAMAT®
Mid-Century in Charcoal
Large format, thermal-finish slabs with clean, modern lines, easy to install pattern and salt-proof surface.

**TECHNOLOGY**

**TEKTRAMAT®**
**TERRA**

High-quality natural travertine pavers provided in a blended French pattern with rustic color tones ranging from light to dark browns, and tans.

**MATERIAL**

*Natural Stone by Marmiro Stones®*

**TEXTURE**

*Antiqued*

Aged look with smooth surface and tumbled edges
TAKOMA SILVER™
High-quality natural travertine pavers provided in a blended french pattern with swirls of gray shades, and hints of taupe.

MATERIAL
NATURAL STONE BY
MARMIRO STONES®

TEXTURE
ANTQUED
Aged look with smooth surface and tumbled edges
High-quality natural marble pavers in a blended french pattern with a neutral creamy beige coloration.

**MATERIAL**

**CREMA EDA®**

NAUTRAL STONE BY MARMIRO STONES®

**TEXTURE OPTIONS**

- **ANTIQUED**
  Aged look with smooth surface and tumbled edges

- **SANDBLASTED** (Special Order)
  A lightly textured surface with modern, straight edges
High-quality natural marble pavers in a blended french pattern with light to dark gray colors.

**Afyon Cloud®**

MATERIAL
NATURAL STONE BY
MARMIRO STONES®

Antiqued
Aged look with smooth surface and tumbled edges

Sandblasted
(Special Order)
A lightly textured surface with modern, straight edges
IRREGULAR STEPS

Irregular Steps in Slate Gray
IRREGULAR STEPS

Designed with the influence of natural edges and varying appearance with a vivid texture that seamlessly merges with the surrounding landscape.

SIZE OPTIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WIDTH</th>
<th>DEPTH</th>
<th>RISE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5 Foot</td>
<td>18 to 24 Inch</td>
<td>7 Inch</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TECHNOLOGY

WETCAST

COLOR OPTIONS

- FOND DU LAC
- SLATE GRAY
- AUBURN RIDGE
- SUPERIOR BUFF
- LIMESTONE (Special Order)

Irregular Steps in Fond Du Lac
DIMENSIONAL STEPS

Dimensional Steps with Belvedere Wall in Slate Gray
DIMENSIONAL STEPS

Traits of quarried stone and wetcast concrete with a consistent rise and durable tread provides a flawless transition from landscape to hardscape.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WIDTH</th>
<th>DEPTH</th>
<th>RISE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3 Foot</td>
<td>18 inch</td>
<td>7 inch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Foot</td>
<td>24 inch</td>
<td>7 inch</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

COLOR OPTIONS
- FOND DU LAC
- SLATE GRAY
- AUBURN RIDGE
- SUPERIOR BUFF
- LIMESTONE (Special Order)

4’ x 18” Dimensional Steps in Fond Du Lac
BELVEDERE

Rustic and rich in texture with the impact of natural fieldstone, this welcome addition provides warmth both literally and stylistically.

TECHNOLOGY
WETCAST

COLOR OPTIONS
FOND DU LAC
SLATE GRAY
AUBURN RIDGE
WALNUT (Special Order)

Belvedere Fire Kit in Fond du Lac
DIMENSIONAL

Organic and traditional design combined with the consistent stature and clean, sharp lines that fit a spectrum of landscapes.

TECHNOLOGY

WETCAST

FIRE PIT

Dimensional Fire Pit Kit in Fond Du Lac

COLOR OPTIONS

FOND DU LAC
SLATE GRAY
AUBURN RIDGE
WALNUT (Special Order)
Stylistically inspired by snapped limestone, these geometric and bold blocks show that contemporary can coincide with comfortable.
BELVEDERE

Rich in texture with the rustic aesthetic of weathered fieldstone, yielding generous warmth, and designed for rapid installation and impeccable value.

TECHNOLOGY
WETCAST

COLOR OPTIONS

FOND DU LAC  SLATE GRAY  AUBURN RIDGE  WALNUT (Special Order)

Belvedere Fireplace Kit in Fond Du Lac
FIREPLACE

CLAREMONT
Chiseled features with the aesthetic of drystacked limestone, yielding generous warmth, and designed for rapid installation and impeccable value.

TECHNOLOGY
WETCAST

COLOR OPTIONS
FONDO DU LAC
SLATE GRAY
AUSTRALIAN RIDGE
WALNUT (Special Order)

Claremont Fireplace Kit in Auburn Ridge
**DIMENSIONAL COPING**
Natural textures and a chiseled edge combined with modern shapes and consistent thickness for a stunning finish.

![Color Options: Superior Buff, Slate Gray, Limestone (Special Order)]

**BELVEDERE COPING**
A weathered fieldstone texture highlighted by irregular shapes and perfect for seat wall, fire pit and retaining wall applications.

![Color Options: Fond Du Lac, Slate Gray, Auburn Ridge, Walnut (Special Order)]

**BULLNOSE COPING**
Rounded and smooth with a 14" tread that fit perfectly into pool, step, and retaining wall applications.

![Color Options: Fond Du Lac, Bluestone, Slate Gray, Auburn Ridge, Limestone (Special Order)]]
Crema Eda Marble Coping with Custom Two-Sided Bullnose Edge

NATURAL STONE COPING

Marmiro high-quality natural stone coping coordinates with our Marmiro stone pavers and is available in travertine, marble and granite. Profile options include bullnose, splitfaced and straight edges.

BULLNOSE EDGE (ANTIQUED)
- Terra Travertine
- Tahoma Silver™ Travertine
- Crema Eda® Marble

SPLITFACE EDGE (ANTIQUED)
- Terra Travertine
- Tahoma Silver™ Travertine
- Crema Eda® Marble

SANDBLASTED STRAIGHT EDGE (FLAMED TOP)
- Karbon™ Granite (Special Order)
COLUMNN CAPS

Belvedere Column in Fond Du Lac.
30” Column Cap shown in Superior Buff.

SUPERIOR BUFF
SLATE GRAY
LIMESTONE (Special Order)

24”, 30” AND 34”

FOND DU LAC
SLATE GRAY
AUSTRALIAN RUG
LIMESTONE (Special Order)

27” (BELVEDERE TEXTURE)

Large format and subtle textures available in 24”, 27”, 30” and 34” dimensions. Designed to coordinate with HIGH FORMAT™ wall products.
**24” NATURAL STONE CAPS**

Marmiro high-quality natural stone caps coordinate with our Marmiro stone pavers and are available in travertine, marble and granite. Profile options include splitfaced and straight edges.

**SPLITFACE EDGE (ANTIQUED)**
- Terra Travertine
- Takoma Silver™ Travertine
- Crema Eda® Marble

**SANDBLASTED STRAIGHT EDGE (FLAMED TOP)**
- Karbon™ Granite (Special Order)
**Polymeric Sand**

**Evolution Groganix**

- High performance polymeric sand for joints up to 4 inches.
- Over 15 years of proven exceptional performance.
- A unique, multi-purpose, haze free formula with enhanced polymer binding technology.
- Time-saving, one step watering process.
- Easy sweep, dust reduced formula.
- Available in five unique and natural colors with no added pigment (no discoloration over time).

**Evolution**, the only sand you will ever need.

**Groganix**

- OMRI Listed for organic use.
- Organic soil amendment, improves poor quality soils (turf, garden, flower beds, food plots).
- Filler free: Black Gypsum (10% humic acid) replaces hard to breakdown limestone fillers found in most synthetic fertilizers.
- Disperses evenly and provides immediate and readily available nutrients to the plant.
- Promotes root growth and energy production.
- Provides consistent greening and growth.
- Helps neutralize pet urine spots.
- Waterway safe.
- Contains no human or poultry waste.
- Safe for your family and pets.
- Available in two premier mixes.

**Color Options**

- Beige
- Grey
- Black
- Charcoal
- White (Special Order)

The OMRI Listed Seal assures the suitability of a product for certified organic production, handling and processing in the United States.
**LIFETIME LIMITED WARRANTY**

We want you to feel comfortable and confident when starting your project. That’s why we make sure you have the resources you need to get the job done right. Everything we make, we back with a lifetime limited warranty.

HIGH FORMAT™ products as manufactured by HIGH FORMAT™ are backed by a lifetime limited warranty from the manufacturer to the original end user, for products used in residential applications. This assurance of product quality is applicable where products have been correctly installed to manufacturer’s specifications. Any properly installed hardscape material manufactured by HIGH FORMAT™ that deteriorates due to the concrete in the product not meeting the design strength specification will be replaced by the manufacturer. The following items are not covered by this warranty; color variances and the appearance of surface stains resulting from chemical reactions such as efflorescence or differential curing; damage caused by installation, misuse or abuse of the materials; deterioration caused by de-icing salts or fertilizers; damage resulting from sub-grade settlement or movement, hairline cracks that do not affect the structural performance of the product, spalling of less than three percent of the surface area, contact with chemicals or paint, discoloration due to airborne contamination, staining, oxidation, or improper sealing. Products purchased must be registered with the manufacturer within 60 days of end user’s purchase for warranty to be valid. You may register your project at HIGHFORMAT.COM/WARRANTY.

All warranty claims must be made prior to the removal or disposal of the defective product. Warranty claims will be reviewed by a company representative and may require samples of defective product for analysis. Warranty does not include removal, installation, or transportation to replace the material. Warranty is not transferable and is extended to the original end user only. Proof of purchase is required.

For additional questions please contact us at (877) 777-6558